
VIET DUC FOOD TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD PROFILE

VIET DUC FOOD TECHNOLOGY CO. , LTD was 

established by Mr. Vo Phat Trien – An Overseas 

Vietnameses in Germany and put into operation in 2012. 

He is a native Son of Cao Lanh, Dong Thap - A province 

in the Mekong Delta. , the south of Vietnam. It is a famous 

place for the cultivation of Mango. He applied modern 

machinery and equipment from Germany along with the 

richness of Mango in Cao Lanh land, Dong Thap in 

particular and other fruits of the Mekong Delta in general 

to produce Soft dried fruit products - a specialty brand of 

Vietnam.     

CONTACT:

E-mail: vietducfoodtechnology@gmail.com

Phone: +84.(0).907.234.991- Mr.Vo Phat Trien/ President

+84.(0).903.837.063 - Mr.Paul Phu / Sales Manager

www.vietducfood.vn

Scope of Business Activities:

Processing and preserving agricultural products in general 

and vegetables in particular. Processing and producing 

soft dried fruit products.  Buying, selling, importing and 

exporting raw agricultural products, processed agricultural 

products. Buying and selling vegetables, fresh fruits, 

aquatic products. Processing and preserving seafood and 

aquatic products. Transporting goods by truck, dump 

truck. Transporting goods inland waterways by barge, 

boat. Irrigation services for agricultural production.

http://www.vietducfood.vn/


PRODUCT STORY

"SOFT DRIED SLICE MANGO AND OTHER PRODUCTS"

Which mango is as delicious as Cao Lanh mango, Now 

"Soft dried mango" has become a delicately processed 

product of modern knowledge, a convenient substitute for 

fresh mango and a new choice of the line of Snacks for 

many ages. The product is the pride that promotes the 

indigenous values of Cao Lanh mango, Dong Thap.

"Soft dried mango" of Viet Duc Food Technology Co. , Ltd. 

is produced by the leading advanced cold drying method 

of German technology, still retains 100% of the natural 

sweetness and flavor of fresh mango. one way to ensure 

product quality safety until shipped. The product is the 

result of the Company's enthusiasm with the association 

of cooperatives and households producing mango under 

VietGap standards on an area of 150 hectares of alluvial 

and green land; to produce a unique product with high 

quality reputation and conquer the demanding export 

markets of Japan, Germany and Russia,etc…

"Soft dried mango" - Eating is enchanting, with a strong 

taste of Vietnamese. The product is very good for your 

health, supports to increase energy for the body.

To meet the increasing demand for soft dried fruit 

products for domestic and foreign markets, as well as we 

understand the health value that soft dried fruit products 

bring to consumers. In addition to Mango products, Viet 

Duc Company has produced and diversified soft dried 

fruits products such as: Pineapple, Dragon fruit, Jackfruit, 

Banana, Papaya, Ginger . . . All the soft dried fruit 

products of Viet Duc is pure, contains many vitamins, 

minerals and fiber, has a natural sweet taste, completely 

does not use preservatives and colorants, no chemicals, 

no GMO and Cholestorol. It ‘s high quality, ensures food 

hygiene and safety, is very good for all consumer health.



TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS

This is the production line imported from Germany with the 

most advanced automatic technology currently in 

accordance with European standards. 

The principle of operation is to dry raw materials by heat to 

produce products according to the moisture content which 

is automatically adjusted in many different levels 

depending on the requirements of the market. 

Due to the use of electricity to generate heat, other fuels 

such as firewood, gas or other fossil fuels are not used, so 

it does not pollute the air and is easy, fast, and absolute 

precision in adjusting the required heat. 

MATERIAL AREA GAP

The Mekong River Delta is an area of abundant 

agricultural raw materials, sufficient input supply for the 

factory is stable so it is very convenient for investment and 

project development.

For the output of the product, the soft dried fruit can satisfy 

both domestic consumption and export demand. The main 

export markets are the EU, Japan and Korea, which 

require high product quality but high stability. With the 

most modern and advanced technology line currently 

imported and technology transferred from Germany, the 

project's products will meet the needs of these markets.



 CERTIFICATES

The soft dried fruit products of Viet Duc Company have 

been granted the Certificate of High Product Quality, 

ensuring food safety and health and ensuring the health of 

consumers such as: HACCP, ISO 22000- 2018, HALAL, 

SGS…
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